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New England & Middle Colonies Reviewed: Jocz Video Guide 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ud0MyzwA_mU 

Directions: Read your APUSH book and watch the Jocz review video “New England & Middle Colonies.” Know the 
terms in red. You may also download the video slides at www.apushexplained.com. Answer the questions below.  

1. How did the imperial goals, types of people who came, and the North American environment impact British 
colonization of the New England colonies? (2.1, 2.1.II.B) 
Imperial Goals                         Types of People       Environment 
 
 

2. How did the imperial goals, types of people who came, and the North American environment impact British 
colonization of the Middle colonies? (2.1, 2.1.II.C) 
Imperial Goals                         Types of People       Environment 
 
 

3. How did British colonizers economic and imperial goals shape their relationships with native populations? 
What conflicts developed between British colonists and the native population? (2.1.1, 2.1.III.B, 2.1.III.E) 
 
  

4. What made the New England colonies regionally different than the Southern and Middle colonies? Focus on 
how environmental, economic, cultural, and demographic factors contributed to this unique regional identity. 
(2.1.II, 2.1.II.B) 
Environmental                    Economic                       Cultural                     Demographic  

 

5. What made the Middle colonies regionally different than the New England and Southern colonies? Focus on 
how environmental, economic, cultural, and demographic factors contributed to this unique regional identity. 
(2.1.II, 2.1.II.C) 
Environmental                    Economic                       Cultural                       Demographic  

 

6. Although all colonies participated to varying degrees in the Atlantic slave trade, what factors contributed to 
relatively few enslaved laborers being used in the New England colonies? (2.2.II.A) 
 
 

7. How did different European religious and ethnic groups contribute to a significant degree of pluralism in the 
New England and Middle colonies (2.2.I.A) 
Religious Groups (cite colony)                                                    Ethnic Groups (cite colony) 
 
 

8. What early forms of self-government developed in the New England and Middle colonies? How were the New 
England town meetings unusually democratic for the era? (2.1.II.E) 
 
 

9. How did the British government seek to seek to pursue mercantilist economic aims and incorporate its colonies 
into its imperial empire? What led to erratic enforcement of British imperial policies? (2.2.I.C) 
 


